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Abstract
Through the use of examples of cyber stalking the paper will consider the nature of
regulation required in relation to this behaviour in cyberspace. The paper will consider
the differences between off line and cyber stalking, and review how these differences
affect the regulation of such activities. The paper will review the boundaries between
public and private law, between national and international law and between state law and
self regulation, and consider whether the traditional positivist methodology of law, within
these boundaries offers an adequate intellectual framework in which to consider the
nature and form of regulation in cyberspace.
Key Words: Cyberspace, Cyber-stalking, Cyber-harassment, Regulation, Anonymity,
Jurisdiction, Positivism

1.

Introduction
Right, you've got as far as finding yourself attracted to a guy on the net. But do
you really know anything about him? He's said he's 39, divorced, has 2 kids, is
tall, blond and enjoys driving fast cars and going to the theatre. How can you
know for sure that he's not 46, married, 2 kids, 5'4", drives a Ford Fiesta and
spends most of his time either in front of the PC or down the local watering hole
with his mates? ASK! "Oh yeah," you may well think "he's likely to say "yes
Sally, I've been lying to you all along". Of course he isn't. It's a matter of asking
the right questions.

As illustrated from the above extract from a guide to cyber-flirting, flirting in cyberspace
is different from physical space. These differences (an ever growing number), give an
insight into the difficulties in regulating behaviour in cyberspace. Yet the perspectives
offered by lawmakers, judges, and scholars are all grounded in various premises about
online life and the search for solutions has been approached from the perspective that
cyberspace is merely an extension or continuation of the real world. The peculiarities of
cyberspace, particularly anonymity, mean it is not simply a question of transferring
behaviours across from the physical world; individuals and communities in cyberspace
are different and so is their behaviour. This paper will illustrate how the key concepts of
social interaction, social bonding, and empirical experience differ in cyberspace from
those in the physical world. Such differences should inform the debate about the nature
and form of regulation of cyberspace.
Cyberspace is a distinct place for purposes of legal analysis with a legally significant
border. As pointed out by Lessig, “Cyberspace presents something new for those of us
who think about regulation and freedom. It demands a new understanding of how
regulation works and of what regulates life there?” (Lessig L, 1999)
Through the examples of cyber stalking the paper will consider the nature of regulation
required in relation to such behaviour in such a place. We suggest that the boundaries
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between public and private law, between national and international law and between state
law and self regulation, and indeed the traditional positivist methodology of law, no
longer offer an adequate intellectual framework in which to consider the nature and form
of regulation in cyberspace. For example the process may conveniently proceed as
follows, as the Protection from Harassment Act, 1997 makes no attempt to define the
term stalking it may, by judicial interpretation, be extended to cyber-stalking, (some have
suggested that cyber-stalking represents nothing more than an additional behaviour that
can be associated with “offline stalking”), therefore with minor amendments to deal with
the “technology” this Act is able to regulate cyber stalking. This approach, we would
suggest, ignores the nature of the community in which this is happening and the nature
and form of the behaviour itself. New technology inevitably leads to effects on culture
and on forms of deviant behaviour that will naturally arise in order to exploit new
opportunities. Cyber-stalking, for example, encompasses a wide range of new behaviours
that are not associated with offline stalking. Cyber-stalking can be associated with the
activities of paedophiles, and has been seen to include intimidation to achieve a variety of
ends. Drawing on literature that both analyses the nature of the activities, the space in
which they occur and the effect of technology on culture, the paper will argue that the
foundation should be an investigation and an analysis of the community space over which
the regulation is to apply. Such an analysis, will it is hoped, illustrates the inadequacies of
traditional ‘legal’ deterministic approaches and offer workable approaches to the problem
of regulation and enforcement.

2.

Technology

Technological change does not occur within a social vacuum (Kuhn T, 1996) and social
upheaval in the face of technological change is not new. Some of this change is
undesirable, as Postman states:
That is not to say that the computer is blight on the symbolic landscape; only that,
like medical technology, it has usurped powers and enforced mindsets that a fully
attentive culture might have wished to deny it. (Postman N, 1992 p.107)
Cyberspace brings together the potentially exciting cocktail of technology, and its unique
group of users, within the context of anonymity and an environment lacking in consistent
norms. Whilst the potentially democratizing effect is to be welcomed, the potential for
perverse activity is not (Lessig L, 1999). It is this dichotomy- the democratic versus the
perverting role of the internet within the context of the less discussed forms of crimes and
deviance which makes the subject of this paper. As Sherizen comments:
“Seldom is there an integrated socio-technological approach to the computer
crime problem…we need to establish where the social and psychological lines are
drawn between normal and deviant, between allowed and disallowed, between
expected and unexpected, between wanted and unwanted”.(Sherizen 1992 p.39)
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Societies throughout the history of mankind have incorporated into their fabric
technologies that have had a profound cultural effect. However what is arguably
significant about internet revolution is the nature and pace of change; the pace surpasses
any of the previous technological revolutions. This technological change has now reached
a speed that is increasingly difficult for both society and individuals to accommodate, a
situation expressed by the novelist William Gibson in his description of a typically urban
environment of the near future:
Night City was like a deranged experiment in social Darwinism, designed by a
bored researcher who kept one thumb permanently on the fast-forward button.
Stop hustling and you sunk without a trace, but move a little too swiftly and you’d
break the fragile surface tension of the black market; either way, you were gone,
with nothing left of you but some vague memory…though heart or lung or
kidneys might survive in the service of some stranger (Gibson 1984 p.14)
Crime follows opportunity. Crime in ‘Night City’ is very different from crime in the
physical world. Technology has provided an efficient and more effective means to
commit the ‘old’ crimes; however the extent of their impact on our day-to-day life is
much more profound and much more intrusive. In less than a decade the full spectrum of
immorality covered in the real world transferred to the virtual world: cyber warfare,
cyber-terrorism, identity theft, racial hate speech, organized crime, brutal child
pornography, cyber-stalking, chat room crimes and questionable forms of hacking
pervaded cyberspace. Activities have not only replicated those in the virtual world but
also have taken on their own character fuelled by an environment where anonymity is the
norm. Policies for policing and prevention of some cyber crimes are ineffective, we
would argue, without an analysis of the society in which they occur.

3.

Cyberspace Sociality – Space and Community

The notion of physical space saturates our ordinary everyday lives. It is a basic concept
which underlies our understanding of the world around us, the entities within it and our
own and other people’s movements through it. Philosophy has traditionally understood
questions about the nature of space in terms of the dichotomy between substantivalism
(or absolutism) and relationalism, with Newton and Leibniz as the two key proponents.
“Does something exist over and above spatial relationships between entities, something
in which those entities inhere (i.e. absolute space)? Or does our concept of space amount
to nothing more than those entities and the spatial relationships between them?” (Bryant
R, 2001 p.138-155) Paul Teller explains this dichotomy:
Is it [space] a substance, a collection of particulars (“points,” or “regions”),
existing independently, and providing an objective framework of spatial reference
(“substantivalism”)? Or should we say that substantival space is an illusion, there
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being nothing more than the spatial relations holding between physical objects or
events (“relationalism”)? (Teller 1991 p.363-97)
Is Cyberspace a space existing in the penumbral ether between the networked computers?
In a rough conceptual equivalence of space and cyberspace: can cyberspace exist as an
independent entity over and above those entities that it accommodates?
In early days of computer networks it seemed a slightly far-fetched metaphor to
describe…..sites as ‘places’, since bandwidth was narrow…as bandwidth
burgeons and computing muscle continues to grow, cyberspace will present
themselves in increasingly multi-sensory and engaging ways…we will just look at
them; we feel present in them. (Williams 1995 p.114-5)
Most notable within the postmodernist view has been Jean Baudrillard’s exposition of
‘hyper-reality’ (Baudrillard 1988), as it relates to the development of cyberspace and
especially the potential capabilities of virtual reality technologies. Although based
primarily upon mass communications media, Baudrillard’s contention that such
technologies are constructing an entirely new social environment, an electronic reality,
has clear resonance for those arguing that cyberspace represents an alternative, virtual
reality. In this hyper-reality of cyberspace it is contented that, time, place and individual
identity are separated from modernist physical locations. However, what accompanies
discourses on both these latest technologies and the new articulations of space-time that
they express-whether utopian, dystopian, or measured – is an impoverished
understanding of the real and the virtual. This lack of understanding infiltrates both the
virtual and the real, to the point where the virtual is invariably collapsed into a badly
analysed version of the real – wherein the real and virtual are no longer distinguishable
according to qualities, but only according to quantities. Regardless of the nature of the
space what cannot be questioned is the fact that cyberspace is everywhere, omnipresent,
in other words ubiquitous.
So is cyberspace a place? Whatever answer we give to the normative question, there is
significant evidence that, purely as a descriptive observation, individuals do think of
cyberspace as a place. Cognitive science investigations into how people think provide
ample evidence of this. The legal fraternity have unwillingly accepted that our physical
assumptions about property should also apply to this new ‘space’. Owners of internet
resources consider their website or e-mail address as their own little ‘claim’ in
cyberspace which should given similar level of protection against any infringement to
that which would be provided in the physical world.
The sociology of cyberspace raises some crucial questions, not only about the emergence
of new forms of community and sociality, but also of how these are best understood.
Viable ‘societies’ exists in cyberspace. It is a space where people experience all that they
may experience in real space, or almost all anyway. It is also an international community
with social interaction, social bonding, and empirical experience.
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. . .rather than being constrained by the computer, the members of these groups
creatively exploit the systems' features so as to play with new forms of expressive
communication, to explore possible public identities, to create otherwise unlikely
relationships, and to create behavioural norms. In so doing, they invent new
communities. (Reid 1995 p.164-183)
Defining ‘community’ will help frame the ensuing legal discussion, and will enable us to
better evaluate various form of crimes against the virtual community. So, what do we
mean by community? Many scholars have noted the elusiveness of a definition of
‘community,’ (Post 1997 p.473) a term that is complicated by its central position in the
debate between communitarians and liberals (Alexander 1989). Traditionally, geography
has helped to indicate community. Although geography arguably remains important in
defining virtual community, we are better served in the Internet context by an
‘experiential’ conception of community, rather than a geographic one (Alexander 1989).
Is the use of the phrase ‘virtual community’ a perversion of the notion of community?
Not all scholars accept that cyber subcultures are worthy of our attention or whether they
are simply ephemeral, imagined communities, too fleeting, too superficial, and too
‘virtual’ to warrant serious exploration. Calhoun (1991) argued that the modern condition
is one of ‘indirect social relationships’ in which connectivity with others is more
imagined, or parasocial, than ‘real.’ The media’s ability to broaden the range of our
experiences creates the illusion of greater contact or membership in large-scale social
organizations. Rather than creating ‘communities’, however, were are merely developing
‘categorical identities’ or ‘imagined communities,’ that are nothing more than the
‘feeling’ of belonging to some group. He further argues that a true ‘community’ requires
direct relationships among its members:
. . .that there is a great deal of difference between social groups formed out of
direct relationships among their members, although often sharing an
imaginatively constructed cultural identity, and social categories defined by
common cultural or other external attributes of their members and not necessarily
linked by any dense, multiplex, or systematic web of interpersonal relationships”
(Calhoun 1991 p.95-121)
In contrast, Oldenburg (1989) argues “online communities might fill a need that has been
all but abandoned in modern societies, where the closeness and social bonding of the
gemeinschaft has been replaced by the emotional disconnect of the gesellschaft. An
individual moves about through three basic environments: where he works, where he
lives, and the place where he joins with others for conviviality.” According to Thomsen
et el (1998) it is the latter environment, the place of “idle talk and banter with
acquaintances and friends,” where is often the sense of membership in a ‘community’ is
achieved and experienced. According to some theorist this environment also maximizes
individual’s creativity, imagination. Cafes, barbershops, and pubs once provided this
environment, but in the age of shopping malls, drive-in fast food, shrinking public space,
and residential ‘cocooning’, this need for conviviality is left unfulfilled (Thomsen et el:
1998). Modernity, Oldenburg argues, has established a culture in which the home and the
workplace remain as the only two interactive spheres of existence. It should not be
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surprising, then, that millions of people throughout the world turn to the Internet to recreate and re-establish the third sphere of conviviality (Oldenburg 1989). Cerulo (1997)
has argued that in order to effectively study online communities, sociologists and
communication researchers must reframe the way in which they view the computermediated world and past assumptions about human interactions:
recent developments have touched issues at the very heart of sociological
discourse--the definition of interaction, the nature of social ties, and the scope of
experience and reality. Indeed, the developing technologies are creating an
expanded social environment that requires amendments and alterations to ways in
which we conceptualize social processes (Cerulo1997 p.48-58).
Technology does not have to dictate the way our social relations change, but we can only
influence change if we understand how people use technologies. Hence, technologically
generated communities have forced us to reformulate the way in which we view three key
analytic concepts: social interaction, social bonding, and empirical experience, the
traditional stance in sociological analysis. “Cerulo explained that physical co-presence is
the determining factor in judging the significance and quality of a communicative
exchange” (Cerulo1997 p.48-58). So is there something disturbing about finding
community through a computer screen? “We speak of the closeness and trust born of
such mediated connections using terms such as pseudo-gemeinschaft, virtual intimacy, or
imagined community” (Thomsen et el: 1998). “Such designations reify the notion that
interactions void of the face-to-face connection are somehow less than the real thing”
(Cerulo1997 p.50). Purcell contradicted this view, suggesting:
Co-presence does not insure intimate interaction among all group members.
Consider large-scale social gatherings in which hundreds or thousands of people
gather in a location to perform a ritual or celebrate an event. In these instances,
participants are able to see the visible manifestation of the group, the physical
gathering, yet their ability to make direct, intimate connections with those around
them is limited by the sheer magnitude of the assembly” (Purcell 1997 p.101112).
If accepted that interactions within cyberspace are considered by the participants to be
real, such a conclusion will impact upon consideration of the motive and the nature of
harm in stalking.

4.

Regulation of Cyberspace

As we commented earlier it is apparent that owners of internet resources consider their
website or e-mail address as their own little ‘claim’ in cyberspace, which should give a
similar level of protection against any infringement to that which would be provided in
the physical world. Such views have found acceptance in the courts.1 It is questioned
whether such acceptance has occurred through an understanding of virtual community or
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space or merely through a process where the virtual is collapsed into a badly analysed
version of the real.
Regulation is required and will occur in cyberspace (Mnookin 1996). In general,
communities generate and perpetuate their own legal norms (Giordano1998). Community
norms receive deference when “community standards” are used to determine whether a
crime or tort has been committed (Byassee 1995 p.207-208). Legal rules: statutes, court
decisions, and deference to extra-legal mechanisms such as norms, markets, and
programming code (Lessig1998) are crucial in determining what sorts of communities
thrive in cyberspace and what sorts of communities do not. Territorial sovereigns can
recognize communities not only by leaving these groups alone, but also by enforcing
community rules. The law may give communities a sphere of autonomy through the
principle of freedom of association, or it may grant communities such as churches,
corporations, and civic associations the power of self-governance, enforceable in courts
of law. As cyberspace becomes more entwined with real-space life, the rules governing
virtual communities may also in time begin to influence our real-space communities.
The nature and extent of regulation is where the debate lies. For some the virtual is the
same as the physical. The perspectives offered by lawmakers, judges, and scholars are all
grounded in various premises about online life and have been approached with the idea
that cyberspace is an extension or continuation of the real world. For others Cyberspace
is a distinct ‘place’ for purposes of legal analysis with a legally significant border
between Cyberspace and the ‘real world.’ Johnson and Post (1997) for example argued
that cyberspace should have “its own law and legal institutions,” and that state-based
government would generally have no jurisdiction over online activity. To Johnson and
Post, then, the law of cyberspace is, quite literally, the law of another place (Johnson and
Post 1997 p.62). It is the law of cyberspace -- the same way that we might think of the
law of the State of New York or the law of the United Kingdom.2 Latterly there has been
recognition of distinctions between the real and virtual but also a merging of the idea of
how we think about cyberspace, with the normative question of how cyberspace is or
may be regulated. This is most clearly seen where Lessig, (1999) comments: “cyberspace
presents something new for those of us who think about regulation and freedom. It
demands a new understanding of how regulation works and of what regulates life there.”
(Contrast Post 2000).
We argue that the debate has been wrongly constrained and that we need to retrace our
route and begin again, we suggest, with an analysis of space and community, a space and
community with distinct interactions, social ties and experiences. A virtual3 community
in which the balance between law and sanctions and legal and self regulation are subtly
different, and where the nature of the interactions require a review of the acceptance or
non acceptance of various behaviours.4 Simple legislative extension to cyberspace is
unlikely to lead to a reduction in criminal internet activity, such responses have been
inadequate in the peculiar environment of cyberspace. Will internet citizens be forced to
resort either to forms of situational crime prevention either individually or in consort with
internet service providers to provide adequate protection from such behaviour? The
debate is often encapsulated in the terminology of Lessig (1999, fn 5, p53-4) between
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East Coast responses, centring on the law, and West Coast responses based upon
technology. The failure of the traditional legal responses in cyberspace has led to fall
back response relying unthinkingly on technology rather than an examination of the
reasons why laws have failed to regulate behaviour effectively. A fundamental review
will free the debate to enable a breach of the traditional conceptual boundaries that have
railroaded the debate so far. These boundaries include but are not limited to the divisions
between public and private law, between national and international law and between state
law, self regulation and code, within the nature of the community itself (Paliwala A,
2004, Brownsword 2005)

5.

The ‘Anonymous’ World of Cyberspace

As we previously commented technologically generated communities have forced us to
reformulate the way in which we view three key analytic concepts: social interaction,
social bonding, and empirical experience. Before considering the nature and form of
regulation that will establish and enforce baseline rules of conduct that is unique for
cyberspace and define, punish and prevent wrongful actions that harm others through
online means (Paliwala 2004) we begin as we have suggested with an analysis of the
nature of the community and in particular one aspect of the virtual community –
anonymity.
Anonymity in the cyberspace can be seen as the norm and not a deviation. Anonymous
interaction in cyberspace has become commonplace. Cyberspace makes anonymity easy
so long as no physical manipulation is involved. Some benefits of social interaction can
be achieved, whilst still maintaining a sense of privacy. In short cyberspace has created
infinitely new possibilities to the deviant imagination, for as contemporary life has been
described as a world of spectacle, narcissism and performance (Abercrombie and
Longhurst 1998), cyberspace provides a space for all three. The virtual worlds are
‘laboratories for the construction of identity’, where individuals frequently feel more like
their ‘real’ selves than in the physical world (Turkle 1996 ). In this space, one can
excogitate new identities.
Identity is a complex and multifaceted concept that plays a central role in delineating the
parameters of inter alia ethnicity, nationality and citizenship, thus generating an immense
amount of debate across various disciplines (Bendle 2002). Individual identity can be
seen as the sense of self that is based upon the internationalization of all that is known
about oneself. For Goffman, (1959) the key characteristics of what he termed- after
Freud- ‘id’ (re felt) identity are subjectivity and reflexivity. Hence individual identity is
more than simply self-perception; rather it is the subjective construction of self that is
modified by reflections on the views of others and the individual interactions in the social
world (Goffman1963). As such, individual identity is not a static construction but one
that is constantly evolving and readjusting in line with an individual’s life experience
(Finch 2002 p. 87).
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Identity plays a key role in virtual communities. In communication, which is the primary
activity, knowing the identity of those with whom you communicate is essential for
understanding and evaluating an interaction. Yet in the disembodied world of the virtual
community, identity is also ambiguous. In the physical world there is an inherent unity to
the self, for the body provides a compelling and convenient definition of identity. The
norm is: one body, one identity. Though the self may be complex and mutable over time
and circumstance, the body provides a stabilizing anchor. The virtual world is different. It
is composed of information rather than matter. Information spreads and diffuses; there is
no law of the conservation of information. The inhabitants of this impalpable space are
also diffuse, free from the body's unifying anchor. One can have, some claim, as many
electronic personas as one has time and energy to create.
A single person can create multiple electronic identities that are linked only by their
common progenitor, that link, though invisible in the virtual world, is of great
significance. What is the relationship among multiple personas sharing a single
progenitor? Do virtual personas inherit the qualities - and responsibilities - of their
creators? Such questions bring a fresh approach to ancient inquiries into the relationship
between the self and the body - and a fresh urgency. Online communities are growing
rapidly and their participants face these questions, not as hypothetical thought
experiments, but as basic issues in their daily existence. Large amount of text-based
affairs embodies part of the cyberspace, while people’s illusion embodies other parts of
it. In the everyday world of cyberspace strangers meet, exchange some right or wrong
information and shift more or less their personality.
A man creates a female identity; a high school student claims to be an expert on viruses.
Other explorers in virtual space develop relationships with the ostensible female,
relationships based on deep-seated assumptions about gender and their own sexuality;
believing them to be backed by real-world knowledge (Mnookin 1996). Identity is
essential for assessing the reliability of information and the trustworthiness of a
confidant. And care of one's own identity, one's reputation is fundamental to the
formation of community. This is the misfortune of the Internet for it allows people to
experiment with their identity, and instantly change their gender with a few strokes of the
keyboard.
Identity cues are sparse in the virtual world, but not non-existent. People become attuned
to the nuances of email addresses and signature styles. New phrases evolve that mark
their users as members of a chosen subculture. Virtual reputations are established and
impugned. By looking closely at these cues, at how they work and when they fail, we can
learn a great deal about how to build vibrant on-line environments. Instead of being
judged by others through birthright, and other social and economic categories, interacting
in cyberspace allows to choose where and how to belong. It becomes very easy to send
mail, messages, and information without anyone knowing who sent it and without having
to account for the actions.
In Goffman's analysis, he sees us performing in different types of settings. Usually, the
setting stays constant during our performance and it is only rarely that the setting follows
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us. Basically, we fit into the setting (Goffman 1959). When looking at the interaction in
cyberspace, we see that the setting forces the user to transform themselves, the setting fits
the user. The Internet offers different scenarios and creates a setting that is conducive to
anonymity and psuedonymity; many find it easy and sometimes necessary to change their
persona, or to change their front. Being anonymous in cyberspace is helpful to those who
live in countries where freedom of speech and press may not be so widely upheld. It
creates an open forum to communicate and inform others without danger to themselves.
Also, anonymity creates a situation where there is no gender, race or prejudice, it
transcends these boundaries and everyone can be seen as equal. The cyberspace
environment is constantly changing, the setting is never constant, and thus it makes it
easier for people to remain “hidden”. Anonymous interaction maintains privacy, but not
at the expense of social isolation. What other medium will allow you to enter new worlds
and meet new people without having to follow rules of specific conduct? It becomes
possible to exit a setting or change a setting that you do not like where in face to face
communication, this is not easy. But, what are the consequences for operating this way in
cyberspace?
Just as anonymity conceals an individual’s real identity in online communication,
pseudonymity also serves to disguise it. Similar to anonymity, psuedonymity involves the
sender changing their name as opposed to not sending one at all. And, just like
anonymity, psuedonymity is both untraceable and traceable (Jacobson 1996). With
untraceable psuedonymity the sender will change their real name to something else. If the
sender becomes worried that someone may try to masquerade under their pseudonym, the
sender can sign their name with a digital signature created specifically for the
pseudonym. This will help detect any forged signatures and create a digital persona or a
“nym” (Froomkin 1996). Traceable psuedonymity is communication with a “nom de
plume” attached which can be traced back to the author. Why would people want to
communicate in such a manner?
There are many benefits to anonymous interaction on the Internet, but do these benefits
outweigh the social reality? In our lives, we do present various fronts, but when we do,
we are accountable for our actions. This is a disadvantage to anonymity, because there is
no face to face communication or interaction. You no longer have to be accountable for
what you say or do. Often, Internet users evade or hinder accountability which allows
them to express feelings without taking into perspective how someone else may feel. In
the real world of face to face communication, such outbursts of inappropriate behaviour
would bring about retaliation. Also, with anonymity, the Internet's communal nature is
broken. The once open forum of open communication and debate is vastly transferred
when you are bombarded with anonymous rhetoric. Since the user is able to put on as
many fronts without being held accountable, a high level of uncertainty is created among
users. Therefore, positive personal relationships on the Internet are rare and infrequent. It
takes longer to move towards shared points of views and it becomes easier to engage in
more verbal aggression. Unfortunately, there is no easy way to balance the benefits from
the consequences, which means that all users out there must beware because things may
not be as they seem.
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The key concepts of social interaction, social bonding, and empirical experience differ in
cyberspace from the physical world. Such differences should inform the debate about the
nature and form of regulation of cyberspace. We will now illustrate how this appreciation
of community and identities can inform the debate on regulating stalking in cyberspace.

6. Stalking
In the United States, California was the first state to adopt stalking laws, most often
identified as a result of the murder in 1989 of actress Rebecca Schaeffer by Robert Bardo,
an obsessed fan (Zona et al 1993). Legislation was subsequently enacted in 1990. Other
States followed but most of the US states laws do not refer specifically to, nor can be
interpreted to include the concept of cyber-stalking. Stalking directly impacts upon the
individual lives of victims creating in them,
a fear for personal safety and security; anxiety for the future and a loss of quality
of life; uncertainty and unpredictability, as the uncontrolled acts intrude upon the
lives of victims in a random fashion, making the re-establishment of a normal life
difficult (Miller 2001).
In the UK without specific legislation to deal with stalking and harassment case law had
begun to expand the concept of bodily harm found in the Offences Against the Person
Act, 1861 to cover the rapidly developing social phenomena of stalking and harassment.
In R. v Ireland (Robert Matthew) R. v Burstow (Anthony Christopher) (HL) [1998] A.C.
147 (1997) 141 S.J.L.B. 205 the defendant had made several malicious telephone calls to
women. It was held that a recognisable psychiatric illness suffered by a victim of
malicious telephone calls amounted to “bodily harm” within the meaning of the Act. The
relevant UK domestic laws on harassment (of which stalking is a form) are a rag bag of
statutes, many predating the explosion of the internet and the development and use of
mobile phones. The Telecommunications Act, 1984 Malicious Communications Act, 1988
and the Protection from Harassment Act, 1997 provide a number of options to deal with
stalking but none attempt to define the term. Section 1 of the Malicious Communications
Act, 1988 make it an offence to send an indecent, offensive or threatening letter,
electronic communication or other article to another person. In addition s.43
Telecommunications Act, 1984 creates a similar offence to send a telephone message
which is indecent, offensive or threatening. The 1988 Act is the wider ranging, although
still rather dated in its language, making provision for the “punishment of persons who
send or deliver letters or other articles for the purpose of causing distress or anxiety.”
Under section.1, an offence is committed by a person “who sends a letter or other article
which conveys
i. a message which is indecent or grossly offensive;
ii. a threat; or
iii. information which is false and known or believed to be false by the sender; or
any other article which is, in whole or part, of an indecent or grossly offensive
nature.”
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Should there be more than one offensive event then it will be possible to prosecute under
the Protection from Harassment Act, 1997. The 1997 Act was introduced following a
campaign by Diane Lamplugh whose daughter Suzy was murdered. The 1997 Act
requires a ‘course of conduct’ before an offence is committed. The Act, introduces both
civil and criminal wrongs and enables the court to make a Restraining Order (s.5)
preventing the offender from contacting the victim again. Such an order is not available
under the 1984, nor the 1988 Act. The 1997 Act introduces two main criminal offences,
under section 2, a person who pursues a course of conduct (harassment) in breach of
section 1 is guilty of an offence. The more serious offence is in section 4 where a person
whose “course of conduct causes another to fear, on at least two occasions, that violence
will be used against him is guilty of an offence if he knows or ought to know that his
course of conduct will cause the other so to fear on each of those occasions.” More
seriously if the harassment is racially aggravated then charges could be brought under
section 32 Crime and Disorder Act, 1998. If the offender is ‘associated’ with the victim
then a non-molestation order may be available under the Family Law Act, 1996 (section
42, 62).

7.

‘Where Evil Dare: Stalking in Cyberspace’5

When you're growing up your parents tell you not to talk to strangers, but the
whole point of the Internet is to talk to strangers
While there is no universally accepted definition of cyberstalking, the term generally
refers to using the internet or other telecommunication technology to harass or menace
another person. Though the behaviour widely identified as stalking has existed for
centuries, the legal system has only codified its presence in the statutes in recent decades.
As a result, cyberstalking could truly be identified as a crime of the nineties owing to its
reliance on computer and communications technology which have only reached maturity
in the past decade. The Crown Prosecution Service defines cyber stalking:
Cyber stalking generally takes the form of threatening behaviour or unwanted
advances directed at another using the Internet and other forms of online
communications. Cyber stalkers can target their victims through chat rooms,
message boards, discussion forums, and e-mail. Cyber stalking can be carried out
in a variety of ways such as: threatening or obscene e-mail; spamming (in which a
stalker sends a victim a multitude of junk e-mail); live chat harassment or flaming
(online verbal abuse); leaving improper messages on message boards or in guest
books; sending electronic viruses; sending unsolicited e-mail; and electronic
identity theft amongst others.6
The nature and extent of cyberstalking is difficult to quantify. It is perhaps more difficult
to assess than physical stalking, given the anonymity and breadth of electronic
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communication. In addition cyberstalking is difficult to assess in terms of its incidence
and prevalence within any given population because some victims may not consider the
behaviour to be dangerous, indeed they may even be unaware they are stalked.
There is no comprehensive data on the extent of cyberstalking and limited research has
been carried out in the area of cyberstalking. In August 1999 the US Justice Department
published a report examining the problem of online harassment and cyberstalking. The
report accepts that the nature and extent of cyberstalking is difficult to quantify, however
the report suggests that the potential magnitude of the problem may be estimated by
reference to the problem of real life stalking (Ellison 2001 p142)
In U.K., the findings of the 1998 British Crime Survey suggested that only 11.8 percent
of the population had been victims of stalking in the past (Budd 2000 as cited in Bocij
2003) as yet there are no separate statistics for cybercrimes but overall harassment rose
23 per cent to 137,460 incidents in 2002/3. There are no reliable estimates of the
number of cyber stalking incidents that take place each year. That it may be more
common has been suggested by Bocij and McFarlane (2002) who argue that
A number of factors may encourage an otherwise peaceful and law-abiding
individual to take part in deviant or criminal acts via the Internet. One such factor
is that modern technology helps to ... enable participation without fear of
sanctions. Technology provides both the mechanism through which the individual
can act and the protection needed against arrest or other punishment.
We would suggest that cyberstalking is not merely stalking using the internet but that
there are qualitative differences between stalking in the physical and cyberspace. As to
the differences between physical world and cyber world crimes Wall (2005) has
suggested a so called ‘elimination test’ to define differing forms of ‘cyber crimes’. Using
this test he concludes that there are three types of cyber crimes, firstly traditional crimes
where the internet is simply a tool for to assist in the crime, an example of this would be
the use of email by those planning a robbery. Secondly, hybrid crimes which he describes
as where “the internet has opened up entirely new opportunities” for existing criminal
activities and finally, true cyber crimes which are “solely the product of the internet and
can only be perpetrated within cyberspace” (e.g. spamming). Using this analysis cyber
stalking would appear at first sight to be a hybrid crime. However the significant
differences between off line and on line stalking are such that we are hesitant to describe
cyber stalking as a mere variant of physical stalking. This may not be what Wall and the
elimination test are implying, but the use of the term hybrid for us has a diluting effect,
which may hide the true characteristics, and effects of this activity and as a result lead to
the misinterpretation of its consequences.
What then are these substantial differences? Firstly the nature and form of the behaviour
lead to differences. For the investigator or concerned net-user, information relating to the
behaviour often exhibited by a stalker will be important, as this may provide insight into
possible motivations behind the offender. The fact that cyberstalking does not involve
physical contact may create the misperception that it is more benign than physical
stalking. This is not necessarily true. As the Internet becomes an ever more integral part
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of our personal and professional lives, stalkers can take advantage of the ease of
communications as well as increased access to personal information. In addition, the ease
of use and non-confrontational, impersonal, and sometimes anonymous nature of Internet
communications may remove disincentives to cyberstalking. Where a potential stalker
may be unwilling or unable to confront a victim in person or on the telephone, he or she
may have little hesitation sending harassing or threatening electronic communications to
a victim. This lack of knowledge means that the harm suffered by victims of
cyberstalking is often dismissed. However:
“to argue that an act of cyberstalking is less serious than stalking will grant an
would-be offender the right to harass, humiliate or defame individuals simply on
the basis that it is not ‘real’. There is always attempt made by some commentators
to oversimplify what is a far complex act of crime for “the sake of a presumed
theoretical, methodological or philosophical bias” (Williams 2004, p143).
The second area of difference surrounds the relationship of stalker and victim. We can
speculate that a significant number of cyberstalking victims do not know the identity of
their harassers. Given the enormous amount of personal information available through the
Internet, a cyberstalker can easily locate private information about a potential victim with
a few mouse clicks or key strokes. This contrasts with offline stalking, where research
has shown that the majority of stalkers know their victims. However the nature of internet
and the proximity it creates makes it possible for cyberstalking to be committed by
strangers. This would lead to a qualitative difference between offline and online stalking.
The third difference surrounds the nature of the acts, cyber stalkers tend to concentrate on
very different activities from physical stalkers. Particularly cyberstalking has been said to
comprise three major types:
“Email Stalking: Direct communication through email. Internet Stalking: Global
communication through the Internet. Computer Stalking: Unauthorized control of
another person’s computer.” (Ogilvie 2000)
To these should be added SMS and text messaging through mobile phones. 7 These show
obvious parallels between offline and online stalking, for instance, “attempting to cause
damage to data by inserting a computer virus onto the victim’s computer system is
comparable to the vandalism experienced by some victims of offline stalking, yet there
are also a number of important differences in the behaviours associated with offline and
online stalking” (Standage 1998). Ogilvie (2000) and Jenson (1996) 8who have
investigated the characteristics of cyberstalking claim, cyberstalkers have similar
characteristics to the offline stalkers, with most cyberstalkers motivated to control the
victim (Maxwell 2001). A cyberstalker can dupe other Internet users into harassing or
threatening a victim by utilizing Internet bulletin boards or chat rooms. For example, a
stalker may post a controversial or enticing message on the board under the name, phone
number, or e-mail address of the victim, resulting in subsequent responses being sent to
the victim. “The harm caused by ‘cyber-smearing’ is often far more serious than any
equivalent offline acts. This is because information posted to the Internet is available to a
huge audience and can remain easily accessible for a great deal of time”. Finally, the time
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scale over which a typical cyberstalking case unfolds. Again the lack of detailed evidence
leads to differing speculations. Jenson argues “that as internet provides anonymity and
simplicity for stalkers whereby, the cyberstalkers identity can be concealed which allows
the cyberstalking to continue longer than offline stalking” (Jenson 1996), whilst it is
possible to argue that cyberstalking cases take place over a shorter period.

8.

Regulating Cyberstalking

Whilst significant, the above differences do not tell the whole story. The nature of the
community and those who populate it are fundamentally different from the physical
world such that the nature and form of any regulation should be different. What does this
brief analysis of the nature of cyberstalking does is to enable us to reflect upon the nature
of regulation required for this activity. Fundamentally the nature of cyberspace is such
that it is seen to encourage stalking. However it can be argued that merely having the
ability to do something does not necessarily motivate a person to carry out that action.
As we previously suggested a key element in the cyber community is the sense of
anonymity which reduces inhibitions, users of the internet often manifest reduced selfrestraint and a significant percentage of them engage in behaviours in this medium that
are not in concordance with social norms which includes both pro- and anti-social
behaviour, including self-disclosure and cause variety of interpersonal behaviour (Buba˘s
2001). It's well known that people engage in behaviors they would normally deem
inappropriate in physical world. They feel more uninhibited, express themselves more
openly. Researchers call this the ‘disinhibition effect’. Kiesler S, Siegal J, and McGuire
T.W, (1984) have argued that internet encourages anti-normative, aggressive, uninhibited
behaviour.
“The most general cause of problematic behaviours when using Internet is
related to the phenomenon of behavioural disinhibition. In face-to-face
communication, individuals are constrained by the social rules that govern
interpersonal interaction, immediate negative feedback, and visible consequences
of their inappropriate behaviour, as well as by possible social sanctions.
However, when using the Internet the users reside in relative anonymity and
physical safety, distant from others in interaction, often unaware of their
identities and personalities, as well as of the negative consequences of their risky
or potentially damaging behaviour. This contributes to the expression of anger or
aggression, inappropriate self-disclosure, or personal use of socially doubtful
material on the Internet, like pornography.”
It is possible to offer several explanations for this, including the freedom to idealize that
the lack of visual cues provides, the ability for communicators to choose which aspects of
the self to disclose and when to disclose them, however, according to Kiesler et el (1984)
“computer-mediated communication seems to comprise some of the same conditions that
are important for ‘deindividuation’” Furthermore, Rowland (2000) suggests:
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Over the last century there have been a number of social psychological studies of
what has been termed `deindividuation', the state of alienation, reduced inhibition
and lack of self-awareness which occurs when a personal sense of identity is
overwhelmed and subjected to the group. (Rowland 2000).
Disinhibition experienced by many Internet users has been identified as a result of
‘deindividuation’. Isolation is one of a number of factors that produce a condition that
Zimbardo (1969) termed ‘deindividuation’. “Deindividuation occurs when people are in
anonymity-producing situations that reduce their concerns about being evaluated by
others. They lose self-consciousness and, in turn, are more likely to do things that they
would otherwise not do.” (Diener 1980) It can be argued that when ‘deindividuation’
occurs, this actually increases the individual’s sensitivity and disobedience to situational
norms. These situational norms and cues would normally indicate what appropriate and
desirable behaviour is in a particular context. “Hence deindividuation effects on private
self awareness, as result of a group membership, can impair the ability to regulate one’s
behaviour.” (Willison 2001). However, this view of the average internet user as
deindividuated has been strongly criticised (Lea et al 1992). Although there is some
evidence that both task-focus and negative, anti-social behaviour does occur; however
Lea et al (1992) rejected the assumption that the lack of contextual cues and the relative
anonymity lead to crass anti-normative behaviour, and argue that “…may represent a
more intrinsically ‘social’ medium of communication than the apparently richer context
of face-to-face interaction, and one that gives fuller rein to fundamentally social
psychological factors.” (Lea et al 1992).
Joinson (1998) criticised the idea that many Internet users may be deindividuated. He
recommended from a social identity explanation of deindividuation effects an alternative
explanation for the hostile or aggressive behaviour of some Internet users. Joinson (1998)
cites Reicher (1984) to suggest “most deindividuation effects reported by Zimbardo
onwards can be explained without recourse to deindividuation. Anonymity, because of
the lack of focus on the self as an individual, tends to lead to the activation of social
identities rather than the activation of personal identities.” “This would lead to the
regulation of behaviour based on the norms associated with the salient social group.”
(Joinson 1998 p.27). Many studies of online communities have described how groups
develop norms for their interaction and that some users take on the norms associated with
the social group(s) to which they belong. The term ‘ways of speaking’ is used in the
ethnography of communication to describe how group values, beliefs and social
structures are embodied in a culture’s language form and use. If this stereotype is known
to somebody identifying with that group, the person will strive to adhere to the group
norms in order to stay in favour with the group.
McKenna and Bargh (2000) claim that “it is not surprising then that de-individuation and
the negative results that often accompany it … readily occur on the Internet” so it is
reasonable to believe that people belonging to groups in which aggression is not the
exception, but the norm, and which promote hate speech or racist ideologies may
eventually take on the norms of these groups and begin to behave accordingly. In this
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view, group members following group norms that are at odds with wider social norms are
not engaging in anti-normative behaviour.
When people pursue activities that are harmful to others for reasons of personal
gain or social pressure, they avoid facing the harm they cause or minimize it. If
minimization does not work, the evidence of harm can be discredited. As long as
the harmful results of one's conduct are ignored, minimized, distorted or
disbelieved, there is little reason for self-censure to be activated. It is easier to
harm others when their suffering is not visible and when injurious actions are
physically and temporally remote from their effects.” (Bandura 1999)
It can be argued that cyberspace helps to support such behaviour on pretext of anonymity
and a false sense of power. Hidden in cyberspace is the mystery of the invisible hand of
aggression, of control without authority.
The manifestation of this misconduct is most likely to be charged under statutes in place
in the respective jurisdictions. The range of activities associated with cyber stalking is
such that the content of emails and texts may contravene laws on pornography,
blasphemy and incitement to racial hatred. The regulations relating to cyber stalking are
merely an adaptation of existing laws to extend and cover the behaviours evident in cyber
stalking. The UK’s Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001 extends the Malicious
Communications Act 1988 to include electronic communications. This is in addition to
the relevance of specific computer crime offences created by the Computer Misuse Act
1990.9 The Act was designed in a time of mainframes and terminals, but the offences are
deemed sufficiently broad to cover several cyberstalking activities including internet
stalking and computer stalking.10 How effective then are the laws adapted from those
primarily designed to deal with physical stalking? Comparisons with other cyber crimes
show that for example SPAM increased following the introduction of the US anti-spam
legislation (Gaudin 2004 cited by Wall 2004, p332). Using Wall’s definitions of cyber
crimes (Wall 2005, fn13) SPAM is true cyber crime and these may be less receptive to
solution through strictly legal means. Cyber stalking which in Wall’s terms is not a true
cyber crime, does not seem to sit comfortably within the hybrid definition particularly
when the impact of cyber society and deindividuation are considered. Brenner has taken
a first step in this analysis by examining the nature of the behaviour in cyber crimes, she
concludes:
Unlike the offences heretofore discussed, cyber-stalking cannot be addressed
simply by tweaking the principles we use to impose liability for stalking in the
physical world…we have to create a new crime, one that encompasses the actus
reus, mens rea and attendant circumstances characteristic of the activity we now
call cyber-stalking. We can do this in two different ways: One is to revise the
elements we use to impose liability for traditional stalking so that they remedy the
deficiencies noted above and identify the result as a new crime: cyber-stalking. A
better approach is to study the components of this activity as it exists and as we
think it may come to exist, and parse these components into the constitutive
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elements (actus reus, mens rea, attendant circumstances and harm) of one or more
new crimes” (Brenner 2001).
We respectfully agree, but would comment that this analysis moves from the assumption
of criminalising the activity, and from considering regulation only through law.
Cyberspace has as we commented earlier rekindled the debate between regulatory forms,
often encapsulated in the terms East Coast (law) West Coast (technology) (Brownsword
2005, Brownsword 2006). Whilst writers vacillate between the two we would suggest
that a wider analysis involving the nature of cyber communities would enable a
consolidation of the three elements we consider fundamental to discussion of the nature
of the regulation (role of self help etc.) required to deal with cyberstalking. The
differences between physical and cyberstalking, the character of cyberspace and its
community and the effects on the social inter-actions, the nature of social ties, and the
scope of experience and reality. With such an analysis it is not obvious that either form
of regulatory regime is appropriate, (Brownsword, 2006) nor is it obvious how formal
legal identities and responsibilities can be imposed upon such “virtual” actors.
For example the scope, timescale and anonymity of the perpetrator of cyberstalking
impact upon the harm suffered by the victim. The scale of the cyberstalking may be
considerable in terms of its breadth, covering emails, chat rooms and even the victim’s
computer; this could be seen to be aggravated by the fact that the perpetrator is unknown
to the victim. Yet the context is such that the threat is a non physical one and the victim
may themselves have taken advantage of anonymity, may have created and furthered an
imaginary character and life which is now the subject of the attack. To what extent is the
victim who is happy to play the part of an imaginary character be able to complain if that
character is stalked or indeed requisitioned by others, given that self help may be both
simple and effective. What would be the place of traditional defences and sanctions in
this scenario? To which legal identity does one impose regulation and liability? Political
reactions to this situation often jump at measures aiming at restoring the transparency of
potentially criminal behaviour without understanding the true nature of the crime and
against whom it is being perpetrated. There is a symbiotic relationship between an
individual and social identity which Goffman argued is based upon the categorisation of
an individual to determine the acceptability of the membership of certain social group.
The imaginary character and life of the victim has that social identity just because of
belonging to a community that exits in the cyberspace. It is also the very anonymity of
the internet that raises the question of what constitutes ‘normal’ and ‘deviant’. In a
society dominated by the social norms that protects ‘social identity’, any behaviour that
infringes the ‘norm’ is deviant and is open to sanctions.
Regulation of cyberstalking will not only hinge upon laws which are flexible enough to
deal with electronic harassment (Ellison 2001, p146). Cyberstalking is a relatively new
criminal phenomenon. Often law enforcement agencies do not have the resources or the
technology to deal with the offences. In several instances, victims have been told by the
law enforcement agency simply to turn off their computers (Ellison 2001). Therefore
victims of online harassment and threats, often in collaboration with victim service
providers and advocates, have had to step in to fill the void by developing their own
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informal support networks and informational websites to exchange information about
how to respond to these crimes effectively (US Attorney-General 1999).
Further, many of the solutions to cyberstalking will come about through personal
intervention. A mixed solution involving not only regulation but also a mix of personal
and technological strategies.11 A move to gender and age neutral identities would clearly
reduce the risk of stalking, as again would the use of ISP’s that provide specific policies,
schemes and technological deterrents prohibiting harassment and abusive behaviour.
Situational crime prevention, self help responses or joint activities between users and
ISP’s are not without their difficulties, those involving regulations or strategies are
unlikely to be transparent or accountable as would legislation (Katyal 2003).
While many may object that personal protection strategies are an infringement upon
people’s right to travel freely in cyberspace, the fact is that personal prevention is taken
on a daily basis in the physical world, and the cyber world is no different and as Ogilvie
(2000) argues people should therefore become more responsible and should follow
simple strategies such as not providing personal information to strangers that are just as,
if not more, applicable in cyber space. People who participate in the cyber world will
minimise the likelihood of their being stalked by using techniques such as gender neutral
and age neutral names. Personal information should not be recorded on the Internet and
people should hesitate before filling in electronic forms which request names, age,
addresses, together with personal likes and dislikes. Similarly, people can be pro-active
before signing on to an ISP provider by researching beforehand on whether there are
specific policies prohibiting harassment, abusive behaviours, and cyberstalking.
But this then must bring us back to regulation. Are we, as Brenner (2002) suggests,
merely tinkering at the edges of the problem of regulation? For Wall (2004) the nature of
the regulation depends upon the categorisation of the crime, for him a clear distinction
can be made between pure and hybrid cyber crime, the former requiring “a mix of private
legal action and technology”, as he describes a “digital realist approach.” This would lead
us to subcategorise cyber stalking to differentiate between mere extension of physical
stalking, where the victim is known to the stalker and technology is merely being used to
provide new opportunities and pure cyber stalking, where the victim and stalker may be
hidden in pseudo characters, in a virtual world far removed from reality. Whilst there
would appear to be little to prevent the former hybrid stalking from being rightly brought
within existing criminal law (stalking with new tools), it would be equally perverse to
simply extend legislation to cover pure cyber stalking. As Lacey (2002) comments “
Criminal Law is therefore implicitly justified not only in terms of its role in
proscribing, condemning, and (perhaps) reducing conduct which causes or risks a
variety of harms, but also in treating its subjects with respect, as moral agents
whose conduct must be assessed in terms of attitudes and intentions and not
merely in terms of effects.
Whether cyber stalking is considered a hybrid or as a pure cyber crime we would argue
that the nature of the activity and the community requires a more radical review of the
issues and not fall back on merely extending existing legislation and/or technological
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solutions. Whereas a digital realist perspective would suggest that internet users should
tolerate some stalking as users choose to enter cyberspace with knowledge of the nature
of the community and pervasive anonymity, we would question whether the behaviour
should be categorised as criminal. Is not this behaviour acceptable within that
community? Put more starkly looking at the differences between physical and
cyberstalking, the character of cyberspace and its community and the effects on the social
inter-actions, the nature of social ties, and the scope of experience and reality - should
we be criminalising or indeed even regulating this behaviour? In essence the question
comes down to the perceived need to regulate this particular behaviour in cyberspace and
criminalise this behaviour. The attraction of regulation depends very much on who one
is, where one stands and the community in which this behaviour operates. Legislators and
writers steeped in rule of law see the only solution to be some form of regulation fixed on
legal identities (Lessig 1999, Bocji and McFarlane, L., Brownsword, 2006). Fixed within
the physical world imposed, formal and bureaucratic regulation is a given. This need not
be the case. Communities and activities thrive both within and without formal regulatory
mechanisms, (Jones and Cameron, 2005, McCann, 1998). Cyberspace has stretched the
applicability of such regulation beyond breaking point and we would question whether
given the nature of the community and the often anonymous actors whether it is
appropriate to impose a formal identity and regulation. There is a place for non regulatory
environments, and cyberspace is such an example. Regulation may destroy the very form
and nature of the behaviour and the environment will be left the poorer. Two examples
may serve to illustrate the point. Firstly spam where East coast technologies could be
used to prevent all unsolicited emails. However cyberspace with all spam removed would
be a very different, and some would say poorer place (Wall, 2004). Secondly the
opportunities for creativity in cyberspace and the clash with tradition rules of intellectual
property. Whilst noting the oppressive nature of intellectual property regimes writers
have struggled to hold down the emancipating role of cyberspace in the creative
environment and have succumb to the need for some regulation albeit in a more limited
form. (Lessig 2004, Gowers Review, 2006). Such watered down regulatory forms have
failed to find favour with either the creative industries or the artists and are seen as used
only by nerds or hobbyists. Regulation may therefore be at best futile and at worst
damaging.

9.

Conclusion

The main problem of the Cyberspace is linked to its ubiquitous nature and its
immateriality: Cyberspace is not rooted in a kind of material reality; it is, instead, the
result of its substitution with its iconic counterpart. The concept of border limits
disappear and then the concept of nationality. The peculiarities of Cyberspace,
particularly anonymity, mean it is not simply a question of transferring behaviours across
from the physical world, communities in cyberspace are different and so is their
behaviour. We would reiterate, the key concepts of social interaction, social bonding, and
empirical experience differ in cyberspace from the physical world. Such differences
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should inform the debate about the nature and form of regulation of cyberspace. The
debate, we have argued has taken a wrong turn, and we would suggest the debate should
now rethink the basic concepts upon which regulation is based. These boundaries
between public and private law, between national and international law and between state
law and self regulation, nor indeed the traditional positivist methodology of law, no
longer offer an adequate intellectual framework in which to consider the nature and form
of regulation in cyberspace. As with all analysis of the process and concept of law the
foundation should be an investigation of the community over which the regulation is to
apply, we cannot regulate cyberspace without an understanding of cyberspace. In the case
of pure cyber stalking, the nature of the community, the activity and the actors lead us to
the conclusion that rather than considering the form of the regulation we should
considering whether there can be any regulation at all. Rather than accept inappropriate
regulation we would urge that in relation to pure cyberstalking consideration be given to
a regulatory free approach. As Bowrey (2005) comments in relation to the imposition of
intellectual property rules in cyberspace “…a law free sign still has some currency in
it…”
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End Notes
1

Ebay Inc v Bidders Edge Inc, 100 F. Supp. 2d 1058 (N.D. Cal. 2000) , America Online Inc v. LCGM Inc.
Civ. Act. No. 98-102-A, (E.D. Va., Nov. 10, 1998) Shetland Times v Wills [1997] FSR 604
2
Those critical of such a view, including Goldsmith, argued that cyberspace was not a unique challenge,
that similar challenges had been resolved by unexceptional jurisdictional rules and legal mechanisms
derived from conflict of laws. Transactions in cyberspace, it is argued, are no different from those
occurring in the “physical space” of international trade or international crimes. (Goldsmith 1998)
3
Lessig (1999) argues a community based on code
4
A large number of self help and self regulatory bodies exist on the internet to deal with harassment and
stalking. Internet users can use blocking and filtering systems. ‘Net Nanny’, ‘Safe Surf, Surf Watch provide
directories of offensive sites, Internet Watch and Cyber Angels provide mechanisms for reporting
offenders.
5
Parts of this section are drawn from Bocij (2002) and are used with his permission.
6
http://www.cps.gov.uk/Home/LegalGuidance/5/5-E.pdf as cited in O’Connell et al (2004)
7
It is somewhat ironic that the latest forms of cyber stalking have reverted to the telephone network given
the internet has grown out of this network. (Standage 1998).
8
Jenson, B. (1996). Cyberstalking: Crime, Enforcement and Personal Responsibility of the On-Line World.
S.G.R. MacMillan. Available at http://www.sgrm.com/art-8.htm
9
The 1990 Act creates three new offences, unauthorised access (s.1), unauthorised access with intent to
commit or facilitate the commission of further offences (s.2) and unauthorised modification of computer
material (s.3)
10
The All Party Internet Group (2004) of Parliament was of the view that the Act had adapted to
contemporary events reasonably well .
11
Purely technological solutions could make matters worse by hardening the resolve of the stalker.

